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7.4 million participants from 41,000  schools in 25  Arab countries participated in the challenge 

                   Afaf Raed from Palestine was the winner of the second edition of the Arab Reading 
Challenge. Afaf ,aged 17, who’s in grade 12 at Alberta High School in Palestine managed to read 50 
Arabic books a year. She takes home a $150,000 cash prize, $100,000 of which will go to her 
university education and $50,000 to her family for their encouragement.  

      When a judge asked her before winning the prize about the reasons why she reads, she replied: 
“You ask me why I read. But I ask you why not to read? Reading adds life to our thoughts and minds. 
It is a lifestyle .Only by reading and words, we can solve the society's problems. she told the judging 
panel.Afaf thanked her family and people who supported her during her journey in the challenge.I 
want to become a scholar .I plan to study Medicine in the future. “I dedicate this win to Al Quds and 
Palestine.” 

A)1.Read the text carefully, then complete the following notes.(5 pts.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B) Match each word with its appropriate definition . (2pts.) 

                      A judge                                  A person who chooses the winner of a competition. 

            A scholar                                A person who has learnt a lot about something. 

Total number of participants: 

Number of books read: 

Name of the winner: 

Her age: 

Her nationality: 

Prize: 

Name of competition: 

Place of competition: 

 

Title: 

Author: 

Source: 

Date of publication: 

Type of document: 

Web article         Excerpt from a           
book   

 Press article    
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https://www.khaleejtimes.com/section/search&facet.filter=Byline:Sherouk%20Zakaria


Mastery of Language (07 pts. 

A/Write the large numbers in full.Use th words: thousand /hundred (2pts.) 

     150 000 = 

 B/      1.Reorder the following words to get coherent sentences.(1.5pts.) 

1.problems/reading/solve/can                                                     2. Read/death/from/birth/to 

3.fifty/Afaf/books/read./summarized/and 

2.Fill in the gaps with the suitable words(  1.5pts.): Can   /   have  /     do   /  are 

            When you read, you _________knowledge, you __________ strong,                        
you __________do more. 

C/ Sounds.(2 pts.) 

Is the final (-s ) in <  problems  ;books  ;participants ; minds >  pronounced :/-s /or  /-z/?  

/ -s / / -z / 

  

                                         C) Situation of Integration (06pts.) 

I/-You read about Mohamed A.F.Djelloud and his winning of the ARC. 
-Below are sentences that you should re-order to get a coherent paragraph. 
-Use numbers at the beginning of the sentences. 
                           
 (... ) Arab Reading Challenge: And the winner is… 
 (...) He was the youngest and the first winner of the first Arab Reading Challenge launched by 
Vice President of the UAE to motivate, encourage and enrich children’s imagination. 
(...) Kid Djelloud competed against more than 3 million readers and won the contest. 
(...) The Algerian seven year old kid, Mohamed Abdallah Farah Djelloud from Constantine 
Algeria, won the Arab Reading Challenge. 
(...) A true prodigy that we wish him all the best! 
 

II/ Do you want to participate in the 2018 Arab Reading Challenge? Why reading is 
important for you and for our Algerian society? 
Write three sentences. 
_________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________ 
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